For Immediate Release

THE NATIONAL TELEVISION ACADEMY ANNOUNCES
31st ANNUAL DAYTIME EMMY AWARD NOMINATIONS

Daytime Emmys Air Friday, May 21st On NBC At 9:00 p.m. (ET)
Live from Radio City Music Hall

NEW YORK -- March 04, 2004 -- The National Television Academy today announced
the nominees for the 31st Annual Daytime Emmy Awards. The announcement was made
live on NBC’s The Today Show. The nominations were presented by an all-star lineup of
daytime’s leading actors and actresses including: Days of Our Lives’ Bryan Dattilo
(Lucas Roberts); Passions’ Charles Divins (Chad Harris); All My Children’s Cameron
Mathison (Ryan Lavery); One Life to Live’s Heather Tom (Kelly Cramer Buchanan); As
the World Turns’ Tamara Tunie (Jessica Griffin); and Guiding Light’s Robert Newman
(Joshua Lewis). Nominations were announced in the following categories: Outstanding
Drama Series; Outstanding Actor/Actress In A Drama Series; Outstanding Supporting
Actor/Actress in a Drama Series; Outstanding Talk Show; and Outstanding Performer In
A Children's Series.

The awards recognize outstanding achievement in all fields of daytime television
production and are presented to individuals and programs broadcast during the 2003
calendar year. This year’s ceremony will be broadcast live on NBC on Friday, May 21,
from New York City’s Radio City Music Hall from 9:00 – 11:00 p.m. (ET). Dick Clark
Productions will produce the show.

The Lifetime Achievement Award this year will be presented to ten veteran actors who
have devoted a major portion of their careers to Daytime Drama: Rachel Ames, John
Clarke, Jeanne Cooper, Eileen Fulton, Don Hastings, Anna Lee, Ray MacDonnell,
Frances Reid, Helen Wagner, and Ruth Warrick.

The Creative Craft Daytime Emmy Awards, primarily for the creative arts categories,
will be presented at ceremonies on Saturday, May 15, in New York at the Marriott
Marquis Hotel and in Los Angeles at the Kodak Theatre Ballroom.

Daytime Emmy Awards are presented to daytime television programs that are broadcast
between the hours of 2:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. The eligibility period for all awards was

A complete list of nominees in all categories, a network-by-network tally and a list of
programs with multiple nominations, compiled by the independent accounting firm
Deloitte & Touche LLP, are attached. This information is also available on the National Television Academy web site at http://www.emmyonline.org beginning at 10:00 AM (ET) today.

American Airlines is the official airline of the National Television Academy for the Daytime Emmy Awards.

The 31st Annual Daytime Emmy Awards is a presentation of the National Television Academy in cooperation with the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.

###

The National Television Academy is a professional service organization dedicated to the advancement of the arts and sciences of television and the promotion of creative leadership for artistic, educational and technical achievements within the television industry. It recognizes excellence in television with the coveted Emmy Award for News & Documentary, Sports, Daytime, Creative Craft, Public & Community Service, Technology & Engineering/Advanced Media and Business & Financial Reporting. Excellence in Prime Time programming and international programming is recognized by its affiliate, the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Local Emmys are given in 19 regions across the United States. Beyond awards, the National Academy has extensive educational programs including National Student Television and its Student Award of Excellence for outstanding journalistic work by high school students, as well as scholarships, publications, and major activities for both industry professionals and the viewing public. For more information, please visit the website at www.emmyonline.org.

Members of the media can get more information about NBC and its programming on the NBC Media Village Web site at www.nbcmv.com.
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Outstanding Children's Animated Program

**ARTHUR * PBS**  
CAROL GREENWALD, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
LESLEY TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
PIERRE VALETTE, SENIOR PRODUCER  
MARC BROWN, PRODUCER  
GEOFF ADAMS, PRODUCER  
GREG BAILEY, PRODUCER/DIRECTOR  
JACQUI DEEGAN, LINE PRODUCER  
DIANE DALLAIRE, LINE PRODUCER  
PAUL HIGGINS, COORDINATING PRODUCER  
PETER K. HIRSCH, HEAD WRITER  
STEPHANIE SIMPSON, WRITER  
PETER EGAN, WRITER  
JONATHAN GREENBERG, WRITER  
GLEN BERGER, WRITER  
DIETRICH SMITH, WRITER  
CUSI CRAM, WRITER  
DEBRA TOFFAN, DIRECTOR

**LITTLE BILL * NICK JR.**  
DAVID BROKAW, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
BILL COSBY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
BROWN JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
JANICE BURGESS, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
ROBERT SKULL, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
IRENE SHERMAN, SUPERVISING PRODUCER  
OLLIE GREEN, COORDINATING PRODUCER  
BRIAN STREET, COORDINATING PRODUCER  
NISMA ZAMAN, COORDINATING PRODUCER  
JENNIFER OXLEY, DIRECTOR  
OLEXA HEWRYK, DIRECTOR  
MARK SALISBURY, DIRECTOR  
CHRIS NEE, WRITER

**DISNEY'S KIM POSSIBLE * DIS**  
MARK MCCORKLE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
ROBERT SCHOOLEY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
STEVE LOTER, DIRECTOR  
DAVE BLOCK, DIRECTOR  
LISA SHAFFER, DIRECTOR  
KURT WELDON, LINE PRODUCER

**RUGRATTS * NICK**  
GABOR CSUPO, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
ARLENE KLASKY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
ERYK CASEMIRO, CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
CELLA NICHOLS HARRIS, SUPERVISING PRODUCER  
JIM DUFFY, SUPERVISING PRODUCER  
JOHN HOLMQUIST, PRODUCER/SUPERVISING DIRECTOR  
SUSAN WARD, PRODUCER  
PERNELLE HAYES, PRODUCER  
LORA LEE, PRODUCER  
LORRAINE GALLACHER, PRODUCER  
MONICA PIPER, PRODUCER/WRITER  
RICK GITELSON, PRODUCER/WRITER  
SCOTT GRAY, WRITER  
BRONI LIKOMANOV, DIRECTOR  
MICHAEL MULLEN, DIRECTOR  
JEFF SCOTT, DIRECTOR  

**DORA THE EXPLORER * NICK**  
CHRIS GIFFORD, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
JEFFREY DEGRANDIS, SUPERVISING PRODUCER  
CATHY GALEOTA, COORDINATING PRODUCER  
VALERIE WALSH, PRODUCER  
MIKEN WONG, LINE PRODUCER
Outstanding Special Class Animated Program

**DISNEY’S FILLMORE! * ABC**
SCOTT SIMPLE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CHRIS ROMAN, DIRECTOR

**DUCK DODGERS * CAR**
SANDER SCHWARTZ, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
SPIKE BRANDT, SUPERVISING PRODUCER/DIRECTOR/WRITER
TONY CERVONE, SUPERVISING PRODUCER/DIRECTOR/WRITER
PAUL DINI, PRODUCER/WRITER
TOM MINTON, PRODUCER/WRITER
LINDA STEINER, PRODUCER
COLLETTE SUNDERMAN, DIRECTOR

**OZZY & DRIX * KIDS WB**
SANDER SCHWARTZ, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
PETER FARRELLY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
BOBBY FARRELLY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ALAN BURNETT, PRODUCER/WRITER
RON MYRICK, PRODUCER
BRADLEY THOMAS, PRODUCER
ZAK PENN, PRODUCER
DELL BARRAS, DIRECTOR
DENNIS J. WOODYARD, DIRECTOR
GINNY MCSWAIN, DIRECTOR

**ROLIE POLIE OLIE * DIS**
WILLIAM JOYCE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
MICHAEL HIRSH, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
PATRICK LOUBERT, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CLIVE A. SMITH, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
SCOTT DYER, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CORINNE KOUPER, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
GUILLAUME HELLOUIN, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
PAM LEHN, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
SUSIE GRONDIN, PRODUCER
ERIC FLAHERTY, PRODUCER
CHRISTOPHE ARCHAMBAULT, PRODUCER
MIKE FALLOWS, SUPERVISING DIRECTOR
RON PITT, DIRECTOR
BILL GIGGIE, DIRECTOR
NADINE VAN DER VELDE, WRITER
HUGH DUFFY, WRITER
STEVE SULLIVAN, WRITER

**STATIC SHOCK * KIDS WB**
SANDER SCHWARTZ, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ALAN BURNETT, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
DENYS COWAN, PRODUCER
SWINTON O. SCOTT III, PRODUCER
JOHN SEMPER, JR., WRITER
LEN UHLEY, WRITER
DWAYNE MCDUFFIE, WRITER
ANDREA ROMANO, DIRECTOR

**TUTENSTEIN * NBC**
JESSICA HANLON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
BRUCE D. JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
WILLIAM T. BAUMANN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
PAUL CUMMINS, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
FRED SCHAEFER, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
MILT VALLAS, CO-PRODUCER
TOM GLEASON, PRODUCER
MARK SEIDENBERG, PRODUCER/WRITER
JOHN PETROVITZ, PRODUCER
SIOBHAN NI GHADHRA, PRODUCER
BROOKS WACHTEL, WRITER
Outstanding Achievement in Art Direction/Set Decoration/Scenic Design

For A Drama Series

BETWEEN THE LIONS * PBS
LAURA BROCK, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
JIM FENHAGEN, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
MICHAEL FRITH, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
EVELYN SAKASH, ART DIRECTOR
JESSICA MILSTEIN, SET DECORATOR

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
CHRISTOPHER GOUMAS, ART DIRECTOR
LANCE ZECK, ART DIRECTOR
JOHN SHAFFNER, SCENIC DESIGNER
JESSICA MILSTEIN, SET DECORATOR

MARTHA STEWART LIVING * SYN
PAM PETERSON, ART DIRECTOR
JENNIFER GEIGER, ART DIRECTOR
NECY GUIMARAES, SENIOR SET DECORATOR
AARON CARAMANIS, SET DECORATOR
MOLLY MAGUIRE, SET DECORATOR
TAMARA BODOR, SET DECORATOR
ROBIN HERRICK, SET DECORATOR

SESAME STREET * PBS
VICTOR DINAPOLI, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
BOB PHILLIPS, ART DIRECTOR
MIKE PANTUSO, ART DIRECTOR
PETE ORTIZ, ART DIRECTOR
NAT MONGIOI, SET DECORATOR

THE VIEW * ABC
RENE LAGLER, SCENIC DESIGNER
WILLIAM MICKLEY, SCENIC DESIGNER

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
PATRICK HOWE, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
TOM GOODMANSON, ART DIRECTOR
DENNIS DONEGAN, SET DECORATOR
CATHERINE MCKENNEY, SET DECORATOR
PAUL HICKEY, SET DECORATOR
KAREN HLIPALA, SET DECORATOR

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
RICK DENNIS, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
ROB ODORISIO, ART DIRECTOR
BRIGITTE ALTENHAUS, SCENIC DESIGNER
SHELLEY BARCLAY, SET DECORATOR
DEIRDRE BRENNAN, SET DECORATOR

ONE LIFE TO LIVE * ABC
ROGER A. MOONEY, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
RUTH A. WELLS, ART DIRECTOR
JOHN C. KENNY, JR., ART DIRECTOR
MARTIN FAHRER, ART DIRECTOR

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS * CBS
WILLIAM HULTSTROM, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
DAVID HOFFMANN, ART DIRECTOR
JOSEPH BEVAQUA, SET DECORATOR
ANDREA JOEL, SET DECORATOR
FRED COOPER, SET DECORATOR
Outstanding Achievement In Casting
For A Drama Series

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
JUDY BLYE WILSON, CASTING DIRECTOR

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
MARY CLAY BOLAND, CASTING DIRECTOR

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
ROB DECINA, CASTING DIRECTOR

Outstanding Achievement in Single Camera
Photography (Film or Electronic)

ASK THIS OLD HOUSE * PBS
STEPHEN J. D'ONOFRIO, ELECTRONIC CAMERA

FULL FRONTAL FASHION WITH ALI LANDRY * WE
SRAEL BORUCHIN, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
ORVILLE S. HENERY, ELECTRONIC CAMERA

GREAT HOTELS * TRAVEL
STAN MURPHY, DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

MARTHA STEWART LIVING * SYN
GARY NARDILLA, CINEMATOGRAPHER
FRANKIE DEJOSEPH, CINEMATOGRAPHER

THE VICTORY GARDEN * PBS
JOEL COBLENZ, DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Outstanding Achievement in Costume Design/Styling

BEAR IN THE BIG BLUE HOUSE * DIS
PAUL ANDREJCO, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
LARA MACLEAN, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
ANNEY MCKILLIGAN, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
ANDREA DETWILER, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
VANESSA GIFFORD, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS

BETWEEN THE LIONS * PBS
JOHN ORBERG, COSTUME DESIGNER
JIM KRUPA, COSTUME DESIGNER
MICHAEL FRITH, COSTUME DESIGNER
JANET KUHL, COSTUME DESIGNER
MATTHEW STODDART, COSTUME DESIGNER
KATHY MULLEN, COSTUME DESIGNER
TIMOTHY LAGASSE, COSTUME DESIGNER

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
LINDA MEDVENE, COSTUME DESIGNER

SESAME STREET * PBS
BILL KELLARD, COSTUME DESIGNER/LIVE ACTORS
TERRY ROBERSON, COSTUME DESIGNER/LIVE ACTORS
JASON WEBER, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
CONNIE PETERSON, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
ED CHRISTIE, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
ROLLIE KREWSON, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
VICTORIA ELLIS, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
SARAH IAMs, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
SARAH LURASCHI, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
POLLY SMITH, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
MICHAEL SCHUPBACH, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS
HEATHER ASCH, COSTUME DESIGNER/MUPPETS

THE VIEW * ABC
FRANCINE TAYLOR, COSTUME STYLIST
Outstanding Achievement in Costume Design For A Drama Series

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
RICHARD SCHURKAMP, COSTUME DESIGNER
KATHERINE ROTH, COSTUME DESIGNER
JAMES HAMMER, COSTUME DESIGNER

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
MARGARITA DELGADO, COSTUME DESIGNER
CHARLES SCHOONMAKER, COSTUME DESIGNER

THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL * CBS
BIRGIT MULLER, COSTUME DESIGNER

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
RICHARD SHAWN DUDLEY, COSTUME DESIGNER
ALYSON HUI, COSTUME DESIGNER
SHANA SCHOEPKE, COSTUME DESIGNER

Outstanding Drama Series Directing Team

GENERAL HOSPITAL * ABC
JOSEPH BEHAR, DIRECTOR
WILLIAM LUDEL, DIRECTOR
OWEN RENFROE, DIRECTOR
SCOTT MCKINSEY, DIRECTOR
MARY MADEIRAS, DIRECTOR
CHRIS MAGARIAN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
RON CATES, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
PENNY PENGRA, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
PETE FILLMORE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
RONALD C. CATES, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
JONATHAN FIRSTENBERG, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
KATHY LADD, STAGE MANAGER
CRAIG MCMANUS, STAGE MANAGER

ONE LIFE TO LIVE * ABC
JILL MITWELL, DIRECTOR
FRANK VALENTINI, DIRECTOR
GARY DONATELLO, DIRECTOR
LARRY CARPENTER, DIRECTOR
BRUCE S. COOPERMAN, DIRECTOR
DANIELLE FARALDO, DIRECTOR
ROBERT SCINTO, DIRECTOR
MARY RYAN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
TRACY CASPER LANG, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
TERESA ANNE CICALA, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
PAUL S. GLASS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
ALAN NEEDLEMAN, STAGE MANAGER
RICHARD MANFREDI, STAGE MANAGER

PASSIONS * NBC
PETER BRINCKERHOFF, DIRECTOR
GRANT JOHNSON, DIRECTOR
JIM SAYEGH, DIRECTOR
KAREN WILKENS, DIRECTOR
PHIDEAUX XAVIER, DIRECTOR
TINA KELLER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
DANIA L. GUTHRIE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
PAUL ANTONELLI, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
MARY ANN BENSON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
STEVEN VINCENT, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
ROY FRIEDLAND, STAGE MANAGER
MICHAEL CARON, STAGE MANAGER
JAY ZABRISKIE, STAGE MANAGER

THE YOUNG AND THE RestLESS * CBS
MICHAEL DENNEY, DIRECTOR
KATHRYN FOSTER, DIRECTOR
NOEL MAXAM, DIRECTOR
SALLY MCDONALD, DIRECTOR
MARC BERUTI, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
CHRISTOPHER MULLEN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
ROBBIN PHILLIPS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
JENNIFER SCOTT, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
DONALD JACOB, STAGE MANAGER
HERBERT A. WEAVER, JR., STAGE MANAGER
TOM MCDERMOTT, STAGE MANAGER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outstanding Directing In A Game/Audience Participation Show</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>JEOPARDY!</strong> * SYN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEVIN MCCARTHY, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE</strong> * SYN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATTHEW COHEN, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outstanding Directing In A Talk Show</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW</strong> * SYN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL DIMICH, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIVE WITH REGIS AND KELLY</strong> * SYN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIAN CHAPMAN, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUNDAY MORNING SHOOTOUT WITH PETER BART AND PETER GUBER</strong> * AMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHANIE MEDINA, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE VIEW</strong> * ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARK GENTILE, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE WAYNE BRADY SHOW</strong> * SYN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRY GLAZER, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outstanding Directing In A Service Show</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EASY ENTERTAINING WITH MICHAEL CHIARELLO</strong> * FOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATALIE GUSTAFSON, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GREAT HOTELS</strong> * TRAVEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERRY SMITH, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOAN MCCORD, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLVIA CAMINER, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SID GOLDBERG, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IT'S CHRISTOPHER LOWELL</strong> * DSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOB LOUDON, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEVE GRANT, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARTHA STEWART LIVING</strong> * SYN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEEGAN MARTIN, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outstanding Directing In A Children’s Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEAR IN THE BIG BLUE HOUSE</strong> * DIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITCHELL KRIEGMAN, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAN GORDON, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOM GUADARRAMA, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BETWEEN THE LIONS</strong> * PBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISA SIMON, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMILY SQUIRES, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOTT PRESTON, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUT OF THE BOX</strong> * DIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHARD A. FERNANDES, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAUREEN THORP, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SESAME STREET</strong> * PBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TED MAY, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMILY SQUIRES, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTOR DINAPOLI, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEN DIEGO, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISA SIMON, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIM MARTIN, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outstanding Directing In A Children/Youth/Family Special</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE INCREDIBLE MRS. RITCHIE</strong> * SHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAUL JOHANSSON, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE MALDONADO MIRACLE</strong> * SHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALMA HAYEK, DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Outstanding Special Class Directing

77TH ANNUAL MACY’S THANKSGIVING DAY PARADE * NBC
GARY HALVORSON, DIRECTOR

9/11 MEMORIAL FROM GROUND ZERO * SYN
DAVID STERN, DIRECTOR

ADOPTION STORIES - "MACKENZIE GRACE’S NEW FAMILY" * DSC HLTH
ARLENE HAZZAN-GREEN, DIRECTOR

BIRTH DAY LIVE! * DSC HLTH
DAVID STERN, DIRECTOR
GEORGE VERAS, DIRECTOR
LYNN HERMSTAD, DIRECTOR

Outstanding Achievement in Single Camera Editing

ASK THIS OLD HOUSE * PBS
GARY STEPHENSON, EDITOR

BETWEEN THE LIONS * PBS
JORDAN MONTMINY, EDITOR
KRISTI KILKENNY, EDITOR
VINCENT STRAGGAS, EDITOR
LAURA CHESIRE, EDITOR
TERRY CAFARO, EDITOR
TIMOTHY LAGASSE, EDITOR

BRITNEY IN THE ZONE AND OUT ALL NIGHT * MTV
WILLIAM KNIGHT, EDITOR

DR. PHIL * SYN
ART BOOTH, EDITOR
PAUL BROZ, EDITOR
ROD CHEW, EDITOR
WILLIAM LORTON, EDITOR
CRAIG MAYO, EDITOR
TOM QUICK, EDITOR
CLARK BURNETT, EDITOR
JAMES PERRY, EDITOR
FERNANDO MARTINEZ, EDITOR
JULIETTE OLAVARRIA, EDITOR

GREAT HOTELS * TRAVEL
DAVID DEAN, EDITOR
CHRIS BEAVERS, EDITOR
ZSOLT LUKA, EDITOR
MITCHELL SMITH, EDITOR

ZOOM * PBS
ARNIE HARCHIK, EDITOR
JOHN P. O’BRIEN, II, EDITOR
Outstanding Achievement in Multiple Camera Editing

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
MICHAEL COLE, EDITOR

THE MONTEL WILLIAMS SHOW * SYN
DAN LANDI, EDITOR
ALAN BIVONA, EDITOR

THE OPRAH WINFREY SHOW * SYN
MIKE MABBOTT, SENIOR EDITOR
JOHN STROLIA, SENIOR EDITOR
JUDI BUSHALA, EDITOR
NEIL COLEMAN, EDITOR
TIM DROVER, EDITOR
DAN FISHER, EDITOR
CHUCK FLORAMO, EDITOR
KEVIN GIST, EDITOR
RICH HEMINGWAY, EDITOR
JOHN KILPATRICK, EDITOR
TOM PYERS, EDITOR
MIKE SHERRY, EDITOR
DAN TOWELL, EDITOR
ERIC WILL, EDITOR

SESAME STREET * PBS
ROBERT J. EMERICK, SUPERVISING EDITOR
JOHN TIERNEY, EDITOR
SELBERN NARBY, EDITOR

THE WAYNE BRADY SHOW * SYN
CARLA MANGIA SHERWOOD, EDITOR
ERNEST SANDERSON, EDITOR

Outstanding Achievement in Multiple Camera Editing For A Drama Series

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
BARBARA M. SIMMONS, EDITOR
SHIRLEY SIMMONS, EDITOR
KAREN JOHNSON, EDITOR
STEPHEN CALI, EDITOR
ROGER HAENELT, EDITOR
ROBERT FRAZIER, EDITOR
BARRY GINGOLD, EDITOR

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
ROBERT MACKLER, EDITOR
MATTHEW GRIFFIN, EDITOR

DAYS OF OUR LIVES * NBC
MASON DICKSON, EDITOR
LUGH POWERS, EDITOR
SCHOONER DARROW, EDITOR
DAVID MAWHINNEY, EDITOR

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS * CBS
MARC BERUTI, EDITOR
RAFAEL GERTEL, EDITOR
STEVE PIERRON, EDITOR
ZOE EDGERTON, EDITOR
CLAYTON E. WHITNEY, EDITOR
Outstanding Achievement in Hairstyling

LIVE WITH REGIS AND KELLY * SYN
DIANE D’AGOSTINO, HAIRSTYLIST

THE OPRAH WINFREY SHOW * SYN
ANDRE WALKER, HAIRSTYLIST

THE PRICE IS RIGHT * CBS
MIRA WILDER, HAIRSTYLIST

SOAP TALK * SOAPNET
ANNA MARIA ORZANO, HAIRSTYLIST
FAYE WOODS, HAIRSTYLIST
SYLVIA SURDU, HAIRSTYLIST

THE VIEW * ABC
DEIRDRE FLAHERTY, HAIRSTYLIST
BRYANT RENFROE, HAIRSTYLIST
LAVETTE SLATER, HAIRSTYLIST

Outstanding Achievement in Hairstyling For A Drama Series

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
JOYCE CAROLLO, HAIRSTYLIST
RICHARD ESPOSITO, HAIRSTYLIST
VAL REICHENBACH, HAIRSTYLIST
LISA JOHNSON, HAIRSTYLIST
ANNA KNOMMYDES, HAIRSTYLIST

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
THERESA MARRA-SILICEO, HEAD HAIRSTYLIST
LILLIAN CVECICH, HAIRSTYLIST
VERONICA BAKALENIK, HAIRSTYLIST

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
LINDA WILLIAMS-CAPASSO, KEY HAIRSTYLIST
RALPH STANZIONE, HAIRSTYLIST
CHRISTINE FENNELL, HAIRSTYLIST
MARIE ROSSI, HAIRSTYLIST
CHARLES MCKENNA, HAIRSTYLIST

ONE LIFE TO LIVE * ABC
WAYNE BILOTTI, HAIRSTYLIST
LAURIE CACIOLI, HAIRSTYLIST
BEVERLY BELLETIERI, HAIRSTYLIST
Outstanding Achievement in Lighting Direction

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
BOB DICKINSON, LIGHTING DESIGNER
MARISA DAVIS, LIGHTING DIRECTOR

THE OPRAH WINFREY SHOW * SYN
TARA DENISE, LIGHTING DIRECTOR

SESAME STREET * PBS
DAN KELLEY, LIGHTING DIRECTOR

THE VIEW * ABC
CANDICE DUNN, LIGHTING DESIGNER

WHEEL OF FORTUNE * SYN
JEFF ENGEL, LIGHTING DIRECTOR

WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE * SYN
DIKRAN HAZIRJIAN, LIGHTING DESIGNER
CHUCK NOBLE, LIGHTING DIRECTOR

Outstanding Achievement in Lighting Direction For A Drama Series

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
SEAN CONKLIN, LIGHTING DIRECTOR
MICHAEL THORNBURGH, LIGHTING DIRECTOR

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
DONNA LARSON, LIGHTING DESIGNER
NICHOLAS VARACALLI, LIGHTING DESIGNER

DAYS OF OUR LIVES * NBC
TED POLMANSKI, LIGHTING DESIGNER
JEFF BARR, LIGHTING DESIGNER
ART BUSCH, LIGHTING DESIGNER
MARK LEVIN, LIGHTING DESIGNER

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
TONY GIROLAMI, LIGHTING DESIGNER
BRIAN W. MCRAE, LIGHTING DESIGNER

PASSIONS * NBC
JOHN R. NANCE, LIGHTING DESIGNER
MARK TORROMEO, LIGHTING DESIGNER
CRAIG CHADDICK, LIGHTING DESIGNER
Outstanding Achievement in Main Title Design

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
SCOTT MILLER, TITLE DESIGNER
JILL KATZ, TITLE DESIGNER

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
TOM BORNKAMP, TITLE DESIGNER

MARTHA STEWART LIVING * SYN
KEEGAN MARTIN, TITLE DESIGNER

THE WAYNE BRADY SHOW * SYN
SAM JOHNSON, TITLE DESIGNER
PETER MARTIN, TITLE DESIGNER
SERGIO CARDENAS, GRAPHIC ARTIST
KO MARUYAMA, GRAPHIC ARTIST
ATSUKO MIWA, GRAPHIC ARTIST
MASON YI, GRAPHIC ARTIST
BRET OLSEN, GRAPHIC ARTIST

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS * CBS
DAVE THOMAS, TITLE DESIGNER
RAY SAHAKIAN, TITLE DESIGNER

Outstanding Achievement in Makeup

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
MEGHAN MCCLAIN, MAKEUP ARTIST
LYNN BARRON, MAKEUP ARTIST

LIVE WITH REGIS AND KELLY * SYN
MICHELLE CHAMPAGNE, MAKEUP ARTIST

THE OPRAH WINFREY SHOW * SYN
REGGIE WELLS, MAKEUP ARTIST

SOAP TALK * SOAPNET
ADAM CHRISTOPHER, MAKEUP ARTIST
FELICIA LINSKY, MAKEUP ARTIST

THE VIEW * ABC
EVE PEARL, MAKEUP ARTIST
ELENA GEORGE, MAKEUP ARTIST
LORI KLEIN, MAKEUP ARTIST
Outstanding Achievement in Makeup For A Drama Series

**ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC**
ROBIN KAISER, MAKEUP ARTIST  
PAT MOORE-THEIS, MAKEUP ARTIST  
DEBORAH J. STEELE, MAKEUP ARTIST  
MARYANN SPANO, MAKEUP ARTIST  
JULIE TEEL, MAKEUP ARTIST

**AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS**
ELDO RAY ESTES, KEY MAKEUP ARTIST  
ANETTE LIAN-WILLIAMS, MAKEUP ARTIST  
STEPHANE GLOVER MCGEE, MAKEUP ARTIST  
KIMBERLY BRAISIN, MAKEUP ARTIST

**GENERAL HOSPITAL * ABC**
DONNA MESSINA ARMOGIDA, HEAD MAKEUP ARTIST  
WENDY PENNINGTON-HOLZ, MAKEUP ARTIST  
GEORGIE GRADO-BERONA, MAKEUP ARTIST  
JESSICA ANDERSON, MAKEUP ARTIST  
ERIN HARDING, MAKEUP ARTIST  
BOBBI ROBERTS, MAKEUP ARTIST  
CORINA BUSIC, MAKEUP ARTIST  
CYNDILEE RICE, MAKEUP ARTIST

**ONE LIFE TO LIVE * ABC**
RENATE LONG, MAKEUP ARTIST  
DOREEEN GILLIS, MAKEUP ARTIST  
TAMAH KRINSKY, MAKEUP ARTIST  
CHERYL WILLIAMS-BARNES, MAKEUP ARTIST

Outstanding Achievement in Music Direction And Composition

**BETWEEN THE LIONS * PBS**
PAUL JACOBS, MUSIC DIRECTOR/COMPOSER  
CHRISTOPHER CERF, COMPOSER  
SARAH DURKEE, COMPOSER  
THOMAS SHEPARD, COMPOSER  
FRED NEWMAN, COMPOSER  
SHARON LERNER, COMPOSER  
CHRISTOPHER CARDILLO, COMPOSER

**BLUES CLUES * NICK**
MIKE RUBIN, COMPOSER  
NICK BALABAN, COMPOSER

**SESAME STREET * PBS**
MIKE RENZI, MUSIC DIRECTOR  
DANNY EPSTEIN, COMPOSER  
DAVE CONNER, COMPOSER  
TONY GEISS, COMPOSER  
STEPHEN LAWRENCE, COMPOSER  
GLEN DAUM, COMPOSER

**STATIC SHOCK * KIDS WB**
RICHARD WOLF, COMPOSER

**STUART LITTLE * HBO**
VAN DYKE PARKS, COMPOSER  
KEVIN KINER, COMPOSER

**THE WAYNE BRADY SHOW * SYN**
PETER MICHAEL ESCOVEDO, MUSIC DIRECTOR
Outstanding Achievement in Music Direction And Composition For A Drama Series

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
TERRY WALKER, MUSIC SUPERVISOR
A.J. GUNDELL, MUSIC DIRECTOR
JERRY PILATO, MUSIC DIRECTOR
GARY KUO, COMPOSER
JOHN WINEGLASS, COMPOSER
BRIAN COMOTTO, COMPOSER
LORIS HOLLAND, COMPOSER
BRIAN TARQUIN, COMPOSER
KIM OLER, COMPOSER
PETER FISH, COMPOSER
TOM SPAHN, COMPOSER
JIM KLEIN, COMPOSER

PASSIONS * NBC
ED O’DONNELL, MUSIC DIRECTOR
PAUL F. ANTONELLI, MUSIC DIRECTOR
JOHN HENRY KREITLER, COMPOSER
WESLEY B. BOATMAN, JR., COMPOSER

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
ROBYN CUTLER, SUPERVISING MUSIC DIRECTOR
GARY DEINSTADT, MUSIC DIRECTOR
RICK RHODES, COMPOSER
CHIELI MINUCCI, COMPOSER
BRIAN D. SIEWERT, COMPOSER
ROBERT A. ISRAEL, COMPOSER
DANNY PELFRY, COMPOSER
JAMIE LAMM, COMPOSER
BILLY BARBER, COMPOSER
RON ALAN COHEN, COMPOSER
BIRCH JOHNSON, COMPOSER
GABRIELE SOLARINO, COMPOSER
RON KOMIE, COMPOSER

ONE LIFE TO LIVE * ABC
PAUL S. GLASS, SUPERVISING MUSIC DIRECTOR/COMPOSER
BRIAN LYDELL, MUSIC DIRECTOR
DANIEL KRAUSZ, MUSIC DIRECTOR
DAVID NICHTERN, COMPOSER
DOMINIC MESSENGER, COMPOSER
LEE HOLDRIDGE, COMPOSER
KEVIN BENTS, COMPOSER
JORDAN LIEB, COMPOSER
DAVE MARINO, COMPOSER
BETTE SUSSMAN, COMPOSER
MICHAL TOWBER, COMPOSER
Outstanding Original Song

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
Song Dance Again With You
Title:
EVA LARUE, COMPOSER/LYRICIST
CLAY OSWALD, COMPOSER/LYRICIST
JORGE CASAS, COMPOSER/LYRICIST

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
Song Tad The Cad
Title:
AJ GUNDELL, COMPOSER/LYRICIST
PETER FISH, COMPOSER/LYRICIST

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
Song Fasten Your Seatbelts
Title:
RICK RHODES, COMPOSER
VIVIAN RHODES, LYRICIST

ONE LIFE TO LIVE * ABC
Song Flash of Light
Title:
PAUL S. GLASS, COMPOSER/LYRICIST
FRANK VALENTINI, LYRICIST

PASSIONS * NBC
Song I Ain't Sorry
Title:
JOHN HENRY KREITLER, COMPOSER/LYRICIST

PASSIONS * NBC
Song Last Piece of My Heart
Title:
JOHN HENRY, COMPOSER/LYRICIST
LAUREN EVANS, COMPOSER/LYRICIST
CECIL THOMAS, JR., COMPOSER/LYRICIST
MICHAEL SECHREST, COMPOSER/LYRICIST

PASSIONS * NBC
Song Momma, Gotta Let Her Go
Title:
JOHN HENRY, COMPOSER/LYRICIST
LAUREN EVANS, COMPOSER/LYRICIST
GRANT GEISSMAN, COMPOSER/LYRICIST

PASSIONS * NBC
Song Something About Him
Title:
JOHN HENRY, COMPOSER/LYRICIST
MONTE SEWARD, COMPOSER/LYRICIST

Outstanding Lead Actress
In A Drama Series

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
MAURA WEST, AS CARLY TENNEY SNYDER

GENERAL HOSPITAL * ABC
NANCY LEE GRAHN, AS ALEXIS DAVIS

GENERAL HOSPITAL * ABC
TAMARA BRAUN, AS CARLY CORINTHOS

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
KIM ZIMMER, AS REVA SHAYNE LEWIS

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS * CBS
MICHELLE STAFFORD, AS PHYLLIS ABBOTT
### Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series

**AS THE WORLD TURNS** * CBS  
ROGER HOWARTH, AS PAUL RYAN

**GENERAL HOSPITAL** * ABC  
ANTHONY GEARY, AS LUKE SPENCER

**GENERAL HOSPITAL** * ABC  
MAURICE BENARD, AS SONNY CORINTHOS

**GUIDING LIGHT** * CBS  
GRANT ALEKSANDER, AS PHILLIP SPAULDING

**PORT CHARLES** * ABC  
THORSTEN KAYE, AS IAN THORNHART

**THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS** * CBS  
ERIC BRAEDEN, AS VICTOR NEWMAN

### Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Drama Series

**ALL MY CHILDREN** * ABC  
WILLIAM DEVRY, AS MICHAEL CAMBIAS

**DAYS OF OUR LIVES** * NBC  
JAMES REYNOLDS, AS COMMANDER ABE CARVER

**GENERAL HOSPITAL** * ABC  
RICK HEARST, AS RIC LANSING

**GUIDING LIGHT** * CBS  
RON RAINES, AS ALAN SPAULDING

**THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS** * CBS  
CHRISTIAN JULES LEBLANC, AS MICHAEL BALDWIN

### Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series

**AS THE WORLD TURNS** * CBS  
CADY MCCLAIN, AS ROSANNA CABOT MONTGOMERY

**ONE LIFE TO LIVE** * ABC  
ILENE KRISTEN, AS ROXANNE BALSOM

**ONE LIFE TO LIVE** * ABC  
KATHY BRIER, AS MARCIE WALSH

**THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS** * CBS  
SHARON CASE, AS SHARON NEWMAN

**THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS** * CBS  
HEATHER TOM, AS VICTORIA NEWMAN

### Outstanding Younger Actress In A Drama Series

**ALL MY CHILDREN** * ABC  
EDEN RIEGEL, AS BIANCA MONTGOMERY

**THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL** * CBS  
JENNIFER FINNIGAN, AS BRIDGET FORRESTER

**GENERAL HOSPITAL** * ABC  
ALICIA LEIGH WILLIS, AS COURTNEY MORGAN

**THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS** * CBS  
LAUREN WOODLAND, AS BRITTANY HODGES

**THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS** * CBS  
CHRISTEL KHALIL, AS LILY WINTERS
Outstanding Younger Actor In A Drama Series

**AS THE WORLD TURNS** * CBS
AGIM KABA, AS AARON SNYDER

**GENERAL HOSPITAL** * ABC
SCOTT CLIFTON, AS DILLON QUARTERMAINE

**GENERAL HOSPITAL** * ABC
CHAD BRANNON, AS ZANDER SMITH

**PORT CHARLES** * ABC
BRIAN PRESLEY, AS JACK RAMSEY

**THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS** * CBS
DAVID LAGO, AS RAUL GUITIerez

Outstanding Performer In A Children's Series

**BEAR IN THE BIG BLUE HOUSE** * DIS
LYNN THIGPEN, AS LUNA

**JEFF CORWIN UNLEASHED** * NBC
JEFF CORWIN, AS JEFF CORWIN

**SESAME STREET** * PBS
KEVIN CLASH, AS ELMO

**SESAME STREET** * PBS
DAVID RUDMAN, AS BABY BEAR AND COOKIE MONSTER

**TRUTH OR SCARE** * DSC KIDS
MICHELLE TRACHTENBERG, AS MICHELLE TRACHTENBERG

Outstanding Performer In A Children/Youth/Family Special

**THE INCREDIBLE MRS. RITCHIE** * SHO
JAMES CAAN, AS HARRY DEWITT

**THE INCREDIBLE MRS. RITCHIE** * SHO
GENA ROWLANDS, AS MRS. EVELYN RITCHIE

**THE MALDONADO MIRACLE** * SHO
PETER FONDA, AS FATHER RUSSELL

**THE MALDONADO MIRACLE** * SHO
MARE WINNINGHAM, AS MAISIE

Outstanding Performer In An Animated Program

**CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG** * PBS
JOHN RITTER, AS CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG

**CLIFFORD’S PUPPY DAYS** * PBS
HENRY WINKLER, AS NORVILLE

**DISNEY’S KIM POSSIBLE** * DIS
NANCY CARTWRIGHT, AS RUFUS THE NAKED MOLE RAT

**DUCK DODGERS** * CAR
JOE ALASKEY, AS DUCK DODGERS

**LIBERTY’S KIDS** * PBS
WALTER CRONKITE, AS BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
Outstanding Game Show Host

JEOPARDY! * SYN
ALEX TREBEK, HOST

THE PRICE IS RIGHT * CBS
BOB BARKER, HOST

WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE * SYN
MEREDITH VIEIRA, HOST

Outstanding Talk Show Host

DR. PHIL * SYN
DR. PHILIP C. MCGRAW, HOST

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
ELLEN DEGENERES, HOST

LIVE WITH REGIS AND KELLY * SYN
REGIS PHILBIN, KELLY RIPA, CO-HOSTS

THE VIEW * ABC
MEREDITH VIEIRA, STAR JONES, JOY BEHAR, BARBARA WALTERS, CO-HOSTS

THE WAYNE BRADY SHOW * SYN
WAYNE BRADY, HOST

Outstanding Service Show Host

BOY MEETS GRILL * FOOD
BOBBY FLAY, HOST

ESSENCE OF EMERIL * FOOD
EMERIL LAGASSE, HOST

MARTHA STEWART LIVING * SYN
MARTHA STEWART, HOST

SUZE ORMAN: THE LAWS OF MONEY, THE LESSONS OF LIFE * PBS
SUZE ORMAN, HOST

THIS OLD HOUSE * PBS
KEVIN O’CONNOR, HOST
Outstanding Drama Series

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
CHRISTOPHER GOUTMAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CAROLE SHURE, SENIOR PRODUCER
VIVIAN GUNDAKER, PRODUCER
KELSEY BAY, COORDINATING PRODUCER

THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL * CBS
BRADLEY BELL, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
RHONDA FRIEDMAN, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
RON WEAVER, SENIOR PRODUCER
CYNTHIA J. POPP, PRODUCER

GENERAL HOSPITAL * ABC
JILL FARREN PHELPS, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
MARY O’LEARY, PRODUCER
CAROL SCOTT, PRODUCER
MERCER BARROWS, PRODUCER
JEFFREY RABIN, PRODUCER
DEBORAH A. GENOVESE, COORDINATING PRODUCER

GUIDING LIGHT * CBS
JOHN CONBOY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ROBERT D. KOCHMAN, SENIOR PRODUCER
ALEXANDRA JOHNSON, PRODUCER
MARIA MACINA, COORDINATING PRODUCER

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS * CBS
WILLIAM J. BELL, SR., SENIOR EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
DAVID SHAWNESSY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JOHN F. SMITH, CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
KATHRYN FOSTER, PRODUCER
NANCY BRADLEY WIARD, PRODUCER

Outstanding Game/Audience Participation Show

JEOPARDY! * SYN
HARRY FRIEDMAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
LISA FINNERAN, SENIOR PRODUCER
ROCKY SCHMIDT, SENIOR PRODUCER
GARY JOHNSON, SENIOR PRODUCER

THE PRICE IS RIGHT * CBS
BOB BARKER, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ROGER DOBKOWITZ, PRODUCER
PHIL ROSSI, PRODUCER

WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE * SYN
MICHAEL DAVIES, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
PAUL SMITH, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
LEIGH HAMPTON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
VINCENT A. RUBINO, CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
DEIRDRE COSSMAN, PRODUCER
Outstanding Pre-School Children's Series

BEAR IN THE BIG BLUE HOUSE * DIS
MITCHELL KRIEGMAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ALEX ROCKWELL, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ERICA LEVIN, PRODUCER
P. KEVIN STRADER, CO-PRODUCER
CLAUDIA SILVER, CO-PRODUCER
DEBORAH MAYER, LINE PRODUCER
JAMES SABATINI, COORDINATING PRODUCER

BLUES CLUES * NICK
ANGELA SANTOMERO, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
TRACI PAIGE JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JENNIFER TWOMEY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
WENDY HARRIS, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
ALICE WILDER, PRODUCER
MARCY PRITCHARD, LINE PRODUCER

SESAME STREET * PBS
DR. LEWIS BERNSTEIN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
KEVIN CLASH, CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CAROL-LYNN PARENTE, SENIOR PRODUCER
MELISSA DINO, PRODUCER
KAREN IALACCI, PRODUCER
TIM CARTER, CO-PRODUCER

ASSIGNMENT DISCOVERY * DSC
EDWARD DELEON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
NANCY WALZOG, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JEAN KAPLAN TIECHROEW, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
JEAN MELTZER, PRODUCER

BETWEEN THE LIONS * PBS
JUDITH STOIA, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
NORMAN STILES, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CHRIS CERF, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
BRIGID SULLIVAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CAROL KLEIN, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
MICHELE MCDONOUGH, COORDINATING PRODUCER
BETH KIRSCH, COORDINATING PRODUCER

JEFF CORWIN UNLEASHED * NBC
GUY NICKERSON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
TIM BRAINE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
KEVIN M. MEAGHER, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JEFF CORWIN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
DAWN SINSEL, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JIM RAPSAS, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
MICHAEL TETRICK, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
MELINDA TOPOROFF, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
ROBIN HART, PRODUCER
PAUL STORCK, PRODUCER
HOLLY WILLIAMSON, PRODUCER
MARC WOLLOFF, LINE PRODUCER

OPERATION JUNKYARD * NBC
CATHY ROGERS, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
GAYLE GILMAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
MALCOLM BIRD, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
RIKK GREENGRASS, COORDINATING PRODUCER
SANDY BROADWAY, PRODUCER
KATERINA MONEMVASSITIS, PRODUCER

SCOUT’S SAFARI * NBC
THOMAS W. LYNCH, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JIM RAPSAS, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
MARTHA RIPP, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
THOMAS CHEHAK, CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
GEORGE GEIGER, CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JESSICA KLEIN, CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ROCKY BESTER, LINE PRODUCER
DAVID WICHT, PRODUCER
GARY L. STEPHENSON, PRODUCER
RON OLIVER, PRODUCER
PHYLLIS TV JACKSON, CO-PRODUCER
MARK GRANDALL, CO-PRODUCER

ZOOM * PBS
KATE TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JIM JOHNSTON, SENIOR PRODUCER
KATHLEEN SHUGRUE, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
PAUL SERAFINI, PRODUCER
MARISA WOLSKY, PRODUCER
MARC GUNThER, COORDINATING PRODUCER
Outstanding
Children/Youth/Family
Special

DEADLY DESIRES * DSC HLTH
STACEY DEWITT, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
COLLIN SIEDOR, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CLARE ROY, PRODUCER
DANIELLE DARDASHTI, PRODUCER

THE INCREDIBLE MRS. RITCHIE * SHO
NICK CASSAVETES, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
PHIL ALBERSTAT, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JANA EDELBAUM, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
WALTER JOSTEN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
JIM REEVE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
STEVE ROBBINS, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CHAD OAKS, PRODUCER
MIKE FRISLEV, PRODUCER
LINDA AMBURY, LINE PRODUCER

THE MALDONADO MIRACLE * SHO
SALMA HAYEK, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
SUSAN ARONSON, PRODUCER
EVE SILVERMAN, PRODUCER
DON SCHAIN, LINE PRODUCER
Outstanding Talk Show

DR. PHIL * SYN
CARLA PENNINGTON STEWART, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
GKWYNE THOMAS, SENIOR PRODUCER
ANGIE KRAUS BELL, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
KANDI AMELON SAWYER, SENIOR COORDINATING PRODUCER
CHERE GRAHAM, PRODUCER
JULIE JOHNSON, PRODUCER
JULIE ROSS, PRODUCER
JUDY RYBAK, PRODUCER
EDWARD SANTOS, PRODUCER
LISA STEINKE, PRODUCER
KATHY GIACONIA, PRODUCER
KATERINA MONEMVASSITIS, PRODUCER
LORI READ, PRODUCER
DAVID GOLDMAN, PRODUCER

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
ELLEN DEGENERES, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
MARY CONNELLY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ED GLAVIN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ANDY LASSNER, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
JASON GABEL, PRODUCER
MELISSA GEIGER SCHRIFT, PRODUCER
HEDDA MUSKAT, PRODUCER
JONATHAN NORMAN, PRODUCER
JEFF SAMMON, PRODUCER
LAWRENCE WILLIAMS, PRODUCER

LIVE WITH REGIS AND KELLY * SYN
MICHAEL GELMAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
REGIS PHILBIN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ALBERT BIANCHINI, PRODUCER
CINDY MACDONALD, PRODUCER
JOHN OGLE, PRODUCER
MARCO PUGLIA, PRODUCER
DEBORAH RAPTIS, PRODUCER
MARIANN SABOL-NIEVES, PRODUCER
JOANNE SALTZMAN, PRODUCER
JAN SCHILLAY, PRODUCER
ELYSSA SHAPIRO, PRODUCER
DELORES SPRUELL-JACKSON, PRODUCER
ANN-MARIE WILLIAMS-GRAY, PRODUCER

THE VIEW * ABC
BILL GEDDIE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
BARBARA WALTERS, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ALEXANDRA COHEN, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
JESSICA STEDMAN GUFF, SENIOR PRODUCER
PATRICK IGNOZZI, COORDINATING PRODUCER
JAKKI TAYLOR, COORDINATING PRODUCER
MATTHEW J. STRAUSS, COORDINATING PRODUCER
JENNIFER BROOKMAN, PRODUCER
GLENN DAVISH, PRODUCER
DANA GOODMAN, PRODUCER
AUDREY JONES, PRODUCER
HALEIGH RAFF, PRODUCER

THE WAYNE BRADY SHOW * SYN
JOHN REDMANN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
BERNIE BRILLSTEIN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
WAYNE BRADY, CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ERIN IRWIN CALLAHAN, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
SHANE FARLEY, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
THERESA COYLE, COORDINATING PRODUCER
SLADE ABISROR, PRODUCER
JOHN BERKSON, PRODUCER
MELISSA BORRUSO, PRODUCER
FRAN BRESCHIA, PRODUCER
MARTA NOTARAS, PRODUCER
RISA SASLOW, PRODUCER
LIZA PERSKY, PRODUCER
DEREK CHE, PRODUCER
TOMMY CRUDUP, PRODUCER
RIC ENRIQUEZ, PRODUCER
MICHELLE STUART, PRODUCER
FRED BIRCKHEAD, PRODUCER
CHUCK LABELLA, PRODUCER
COURTNEY CRONIN, PRODUCER
BRUCE FINE, PRODUCER
ETHAN T. BERLIN, PRODUCER
WENDY MILLER, PRODUCER
DANIEL BREEN, PRODUCER
LEE FARBER, PRODUCER
## Outstanding Service Show

**ESSENCE OF EMERIL * FOOD**  
EMERIL LAGASSE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
KAREN KATZ, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
MARIE OSTROSKY, SUPERVISING PRODUCER  
JILL NOVATT, SUPERVISING PRODUCER

**GREAT HOTELS * TRAVEL**  
HOWARD LEE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
JERRY SMITH, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
CINDY SMITH, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
JOAN MCCORD, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

**MARTHA STEWART LIVING * SYN**  
MARTHA STEWART, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
LINDA CORRADINA, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
CAROLYN KELLY WALLACH, SENIOR PRODUCER  
LISA WAGNER, SENIOR PRODUCER  
R.E. ALTMAN, PRODUCER  
MARA ALTSCHULER, PRODUCER  
BARBARA FIGHT, PRODUCER  
LAURIE HEPBURN, PRODUCER  
LENORE WELBY, PRODUCER  
GRETA ANTHONY, PRODUCER  
JOCELYN SANTOS, PRODUCER  
ANN MACMULLAN, PRODUCER  
ELENA FERRETTI, PRODUCER  
MARK SKI, PRODUCER  
JUDY MORRIS, PRODUCER  
AJ BOLES, LINE PRODUCER

**SUZE ORMAN: THE LAWS OF MONEY, THE LESSONS OF LIFE * PBS**  
GERALD RICHMAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
SUZE ORMAN, CO-PRODUCER  
PHYLIS GELLER, PRODUCER  
PAUL JOHNSON, LINE PRODUCER

**THIS OLD HOUSE * PBS**  
RUSSELL MORASH, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
BRUCE IRVING, SENIOR PRODUCER

## Outstanding Special Class Series

**ANIMAL RESCUE * SYN**  
ALEX PAEN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER/HOST

**A BABY STORY * TLC**  
TERRI JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
GLENDRA HERSH, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
STEVEN WEINSTOCK, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
NIKKI STROME TAUB, SUPERVISING PRODUCER  
NIKKI BORRELLI, COORDINATING PRODUCER  
LIZ NAYLOR, SENIOR PRODUCER  
AUDREY BELLEZZA, PRODUCER  
ADRIENNE HAMMEL, PRODUCER  
LORRI LEIGHTON, PRODUCER  
LISA MOZO, PRODUCER

**JUDGE JUDY * SYN**  
RANDY DOUTHIT, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
TIMOTHY REGLER, CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
VICTORIA JENEST, SUPERVISING PRODUCER  
SHANNON WEBER-ARELLANO, SENIOR PRODUCER  
CYBIL JORDAN-MALACHI, PRODUCER  
JONATHAN SEBASTIEN, PRODUCER  
RICHARD RUSSAKOFF, PRODUCER  
JENIFER FAISON, PRODUCER  
CHRISTOPHER THOMAS, PRODUCER  
KIRK LEINS, PRODUCER  
JENNY HOPE, PRODUCER  
APRIL FISSELL-MOORE, PRODUCER  
HON. JUDGE JUDY SHEINDLIN, HOST

**TRADING SPACES - BOYS VS. GIRLS * NBC**  
KAREN STEIN-SOLOMON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
SUSAN COHEN-DICKLER, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
JAN DICKLER, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
RAY MURRAY, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
JIM RAPSAS, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
ANNIE BENNETT, PRODUCER  
GABRIELLE MAHLER, PRODUCER  
BRIAN SCHMIDT, PRODUCER  
DIANE MIZOTA, HOST

**WHEN I WAS A GIRL * WE**  
LINDA ELLERBEE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
ROLFE TESSEM, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
JEFF EISENBERG, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER  
KATHLEEN MURTHA, SUPERVISING PRODUCER  
WALLY BERGER, SUPERVISING PRODUCER  
KATHERINE DREW, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
Outstanding Achievement
in Sound Editing - Live
Action and Animation

114TH TOURNAMENT OF ROSES PARADE  *  NBC
ARTHUR FORREST, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
CAROL KAHL, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
STEPHANIE PRESCOTT, COORDINATING PRODUCER
TOM PATINO, LINE PRODUCER
AL ROKER, CO-HOST
NANCY O’DELL, CO-HOST

77TH ANNUAL MACY’S THANKSGIVING DAY PARADE  *  NBC
BRAD LACHMAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
BILL BRACKEN, PRODUCER
KATIE COURIC, CO-HOST
MATT LAUER, CO-HOST
AL ROKER, CO-HOST

9/11 MEMORIAL FROM GROUND ZERO  *  SYN
DAVID STERN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
ALEX BENES, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
TERRY RAY, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
ADAM COOPER, COORDINATING PRODUCER
LENNY LAXER, COORDINATING PRODUCER
SUSI WUENNENBERG, PRODUCER
DENI GRAAP, PRODUCER
ANNETTE JOLLES, PRODUCER
SUSAN POMERANTZ, PRODUCER

ANOTHER WORLD: THE REUNION  *  SOAPNET
DEBBIE ALPERT, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
STEPHEN KROOPNICK, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
STU SCHREIBERG, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
MATTHEW WRIGHT, PRODUCER
LINDA DANO, HOST

LIVE FROM LINCOLN CENTER: THE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF LINCOLN CENTER: "THE COMPLETE BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS"  *  PBS
MARC BAUMAN, SUPERVISING PRODUCER
JOHN GOBERMAN, PRODUCER
BEVERLY SILLS, HOST

CLIFFORD’S PUPPY DAYS  *  PBS
RICK HINSON, SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR
ELIZABETH HINSON, SOUND EDITOR

DUCK DODGERS  *  CAR
MARK KEATTS, SUPERVISING DIALOGUE/ADR EDITOR
ROBERT HARGREAVES, SUPERVISING SFX EDITOR
GEORGE BROOKS, SOUND EFFECTS EDITOR
KELLY ANN FOLEY, DIALOGUE/ADR EDITOR
KERRY BRODY, DIALOGUE/ADR EDITOR
MARK KEEFER, DIALOGUE/ADR EDITOR
TIM ISLE, SUPERVISING MUSIC EDITOR

HE MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE  *  CAR
RICK HINSON, SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR
ELIZABETH HINSON, SOUND EDITOR
GREGORY CATHCART, SOUND EDITOR

JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLELY WINKS  *  PBS
RICK HINSON, SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR
LOCKY BUTLER, SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR
ELIZABETH HINSON, SOUND EDITOR
GREGORY CATHCART, SOUND EDITOR
SANAA CANNELLA, SOUND EDITOR
DAN CUBERT, SOUND EDITOR

XIAOLIN SHOWDOWN  *  KIDS WB
TOM SYSLO, SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR
TIMOTHY J. BORQUEZ, SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR
ERIC FREEMAN, SOUND EFFECTS EDITOR
MARK A. KEATTS, DIALOGUE EDITOR
MARK KEEFER, DIALOGUE EDITOR
KERRY BRODY, ADR EDITOR
Outstanding Achievement in Live & Direct To Tape Sound Mixing

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
TERRY FOUNTAIN, PRODUCTION MIXER

HOLLYWOOD SQUARES * SYN
OTTO SVOBODA, PRODUCTION MIXER
MARYAN JORGENSEN, PRODUCTION MIXER
HOPE VINITSKY, SOUND EFFECTS MIXER
PAUL FEENSTRA, RE-RECORDING MIXER

THE PRICE IS RIGHT * CBS
MARYANN JORGENSEN, PRODUCTION MIXER
JACK D. BELLER, RE-RECORDING MIXER
DENISE PALM STONES, SOUND EFFECTS MIXER
CHRISTOPHER D. MADDALONE, SOUND EFFECTS MIXER

THE VIEW * ABC
TIM PANKIEWICZ, PRODUCTION MIXER
DOMINICK MALDARI, PRODUCTION MIXER
VANN WELLER, PRODUCTION MIXER
EDWARD J. GAROFALO, JR., PRODUCTION MIXER

Outstanding Achievement in Live & Direct To Tape Sound Mixing For A Drama Series

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
ED DOLAN, PRODUCTION MIXER
FRANK DIMAULO, PRODUCTION MIXER
ROBERT MACKLER, RE-RECORDING MIXER
MATTHEW GRIFFIN, RE-RECORDING MIXER
PETER J. DEVERNA, BOOM OPERATOR
CHRISTOPHER RENNERT, BOOM OPERATOR
THOMAS J. BYRNE, BOOM OPERATOR
PAT BREEN, BOOM OPERATOR

THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL * CBS
JENNIFER SPANGLER, PRODUCTION MIXER
CLYDE KAPLAN, PRODUCTION MIXER
BRIAN CONNELL, PRODUCTION MIXER/RE-RECORDING MIXER/SFX MIXER
JERRY MARTZ, SFX MIXER
DANIEL LECUNA, RE-RECORDING MIXER
DAVE GOLBA, BOOM OPERATOR
JIM HOPE, BOOM OPERATOR
STAN SWEENEY, BOOM OPERATOR

ONE LIFE TO LIVE * ABC
WILLIAM JOHN DEBLOCK, PRODUCTION MIXER
ROBERT T. SMITH, RE-RECORDING MIXER
DAVID SMITH, RE-RECORDING MIXER
GLEN HEIL, SFX MIXER
JOE GASKINS, BOOM OPERATOR
WALTER TATE, BOOM OPERATOR
DEBORAH D'ANDUONO, BOOM OPERATOR
JOHN A. SPAGNOLA, BOOM OPERATOR
STEPHEN BARRERES, BOOM OPERATOR

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS * CBS
TOMMY PERSSON, PRODUCTION MIXER
RONNIE KIMBALL, RE-RECORDING MIXER
MANUEL MORENO, RE-RECORDING MIXER
PETER MALLARD, SOUND EFFECTS MIXER
LARRY PORCHE, SOUND EFFECTS MIXER
MARK BECKLEY, BOOM OPERATOR
LUIS E. GODINEZ, SR., BOOM OPERATOR
MARK MOONEY, BOOM OPERATOR

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
CHUCK EISEN, PRODUCTION MIXER
RT SMITH, RE-RECORDING MIXER
ASHLEY VICTOR HOWE, C.A.S., RE-RECORDING MIXER
GLEN HEIL, RE-RECORDING MIXER
ROB GIGLIUTO, BOOM OPERATOR
MITCH JANKLOW, BOOM OPERATOR
ROBERT AMBRICO, BOOM OPERATOR
WALTER TATE, BOOM OPERATOR
JOHN SPAGNOLA, BOOM OPERATOR
LOCKE WALLAS, BOOM OPERATOR
JOE ROMBI, BOOM OPERATOR
EDWARD RAAB, BOOM OPERATOR
Outstanding Achievement
in Sound Mixing - Live
Action and Animation

ARThUR * PBS
MARIE-PIERRE LACOMBE, PRODUCTION MIXER
JOHN NESTOROWICH, PRODUCTION MIXER
BENOIT COALLIER, RE-RECORDING MIXER
STEPHANE BERGERON, RE-RECORDING MIXER

CBS TOURNAMENT OF ROSES PARADE * CBS
DIRK SCIARROTTA, PRODUCTION MIXER
CHRISTOPHER D. MADDALONE, PRODUCTION MIXER
THOMAS GOODWIN, PRODUCTION MIXER

SESAME STREET * PBS
BLAKE NORTON, PRODUCTION MIXER
DICK MAITLAND, SOUND EFFECTS MIXER
BOB SCHOTT, RE-RECORDING MIXER

X-MEN: EVOLUTION * WB
ROBERT HARGREAVES, RE-RECORDING MIXER
JOHN K. HEDGES, RE-RECORDING MIXER
Outstanding Achievement
in Technical
Direction/Electronic
Camera/Video Control

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
VICTOR CARUSO, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
MARTIN GOLDSTEIN, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
LEIGH NICHOLSON, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
TIM O’NEILL, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
DAVID WEEKS, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
CHIP FRASER, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
BRIAN LOEWE, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
BRAD ZERBST, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
RANDY JOHNSON, SENIOR VIDEO

HOLLYWOOD SQUARES * SYN
BOB ENNIS, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
WAYNE GETCHELL, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
HANK GEVING, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
GREG GROUWINKEl, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
SANDRA HARRIS, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
THOMAS LUTH, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
TRACY LAWRENCE, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
LES NOURSE, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
ALLEN LATTER, VIDEO CONTROL

LIVE WITH REGIS AND KELLY * SYN
DAVID LIEBESKIND, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
PATRICIA CLARK, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
BARRY CONSIDINE, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
JAMES BRILL, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
MICHAEL INGLESH, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
JOHN MANOWN, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
HASSAN H. RICE, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
JOE CASTRO, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
KA-LAI WONG, VIDEO CONTROL

THE PRICE IS RIGHT * CBS
DAVID HALLMARK, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
CESAR CABREIRA, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
WAYNE GETCHELL, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
THOMAS LUTH, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
EDWARD NELSON, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
MARTIN K. WAGNER, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
ALLEN LATTER, SENIOR VIDEO CONTROL

THE VIEW * ABC
RENE M. BUTLER, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
FRANK COCCHIA, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
REGINALD DRAKEFORD, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
RICH FREEDMAN, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
RUSS FORTIER, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
TREVOR THOMPSON, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
ERIC KENDRA, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
GEORGE MONTANEZ, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
RICH CAVALIERE, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
NICK BESINK, VIDEO CONTROL
Outstanding Achievement in Technical Direction/Electronic Camera/Video Control For A Drama Series

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
HOWIE ZWEIG, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
MICHAEL V. POMARICO, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
JASON CULLUM, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
ADAM KEITH, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
MARY McILWAIN, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
CHRIS MAURO, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
ERIC JOHNSON, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
TOM SHEPARD, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
ROBERT AMBRICO, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
VIRGINIA HIGGINS, VIDEO CONTROL

THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL * CBS
CHARLES F. GUZZI, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
DONNA STOCK, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
GORDON T. SWEENEY, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
JOEL BINGER, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
TED L. MORALES, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
ROBERTO BOSIO, VIDEO CONTROL
SCHA JANI, VIDEO CONTROL

ONE LIFE TO LIVE * ABC
ROB SANTERAMO, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
DOUG SCHMITT, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
BARRIN BONET, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
HOWARD ZEIDMAN, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
FRANK FORSYTH, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
THOMAS TUCKER, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
LAWRENCE STRACK, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
JOSEPH PULEO, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
JOHN SHANOSKI, SENIOR VIDEO

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS * CBS
TRACY LAWRENCE, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
JOHN BROMBEREK, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
LUIS GODINEZ, JR., ELECTRONIC CAMERA
DEAN LAMONT, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
KAI KIM, ELECTRONIC CAMERA
ROBERTO BOSIO, SENIOR VIDEO
SCHA JANI, SENIOR VIDEO
Outstanding Drama
Series Writing Team

ALL MY CHILDREN * ABC
AGNES NIXON, WRITER
MEGAN MCTAVISH, WRITER
GORDON RAYFIELD, WRITER
ANNA THERESA CASCIO, WRITER
FREDERICK JOHNSON, WRITER
JEFF BELDNER, WRITER
JANET IACOBUZIO, WRITER
LISA CONNOR, WRITER
ADDIE WALSH, WRITER
VICTOR MILLER, WRITER
MIMI LEAHEY, WRITER
BETTINA F. BRADBURY, WRITER
JOHN PIROMAN, WRITER
KAREN LEWIS, WRITER
REBECCA TAYLOR, WRITER
CHRISTINA COVINO, WRITER
DAVID A. LEVINSON, WRITER

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS * CBS
KAY ALDEN, HEAD WRITER
TRENT JONES, CO-HEAD WRITER
JOHN F. SMITH, CO-HEAD WRITER
JOSHUA S. MCCAFFREY, WRITER
JANICE FERRI, WRITER
JERRY BIRN, WRITER
ERIC FREIWALD, WRITER
NATALIE MINARDI, WRITER
JIM HOUGHTON, WRITER

AS THE WORLD TURNS * CBS
HOGAN SHEFFER, HEAD WRITER
JEAN PASSANANTE, CO-HEAD WRITER
CHRISTOPHER WHITESELL, ASSOCIATE HEAD WRITER
TOM REILLY, ASSOCIATE HEAD WRITER
CHARLOTTE GIBSON, ASSOCIATE HEAD WRITER
SUSAN DANSBY, ASSOCIATE HEAD WRITER
MARY RYAN, ASSOCIATE HEAD WRITER
COURTNEY SIMON, ASSOCIATE WRITER
JUDY DONATO, ASSOCIATE WRITER
JUDY TATE, ASSOCIATE WRITER
LYNN MARTIN, ASSOCIATE WRITER
MEG KELLY, ASSOCIATE WRITER
ELIZABETH PAGE, ASSOCIATE WRITER
CRAIG HELLER, ASSOCIATE WRITER

GENERAL HOSPITAL * ABC
ROBERT GUZA, JR., HEADWRITER
CHARLES PRATT, JR., HEADWRITER
ELIZABETH KORTE, WRITER
MICHAEL CONFORTI, WRITER
MICHELLE PATRICK, WRITER
GARIN WOLF, WRITER
MARY SUE PRICE, WRITER
MICHELE VAL JEAN, WRITER
SUSAN WALD, WRITER
SHELLY MOORE, WRITER
Outstanding Writing In A Children's Series

BEAR IN THE BIG BLUE HOUSE * DIS
CLAUDIA SILVER, WRITER
DOUG CORDELL, WRITER
P. KEVIN STRADER, WRITER

BETWEEN THE LIONS * PBS
NORMAN STILES, HEAD WRITER
CHRISTOPHER CERF, WRITER
SARAH DURKEE, WRITER
JOE FALLON, WRITER
LOUISE GIKOW, WRITER
CARIN GREENBERG-BAKER, WRITER
SEAN KELLY, WRITER
SHARON LERNER, WRITER
BRIAN MEEHL, WRITER
GENTRY MENZEL, WRITER
FRED NEWMAN, WRITER
KEN SCARBOROUGH, WRITER

BLUES CLUES * NICK
ADAM PELTZMAN, HEAD WRITER
JEFF BORKIN, WRITER

SESAME STREET * PBS
LOU BERGER, HEAD WRITER
JUDY FREUDBERG, HEAD WRITER
MOLLY BOYLAN, WRITER
ANNIE EVANS, WRITER
CHRISTINE FERRARO, WRITER
TONY GEISS, WRITER
EMILY KINGSLEY, WRITER
JOEY MAZZARINO, WRITER
LUIS SANTÉIRO, WRITER
BELINDA WARD, WRITER
JOHN WEIDMAN, WRITER

Outstanding Writing In A Children/Youth/Family Special

THE INCREDIBLE MRS. RITCHIE * SHO
PAUL JOHANSSON, WRITER

A TIME FOR DANCING * SHO
KARA LINDSTROM, WRITER

Outstanding Special Class Writing

THE ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW * SYN
KAREN ANDERSON, WRITER
DANNY BREEN, WRITER
ELLEN DEGENERES, WRITER
GREG FITZSIMMONS, WRITER
KAREN KILGARIFF, WRITER

JEOPARDY! * SYN
STEVEN DORFMAN, WRITER
KATHY EASTERLING, WRITER
HARRY FRIEDMAN, WRITER
DEBBIE GRIFFIN, WRITER
GARY JOHNSON, WRITER
JIM RHINE, WRITER
MICHELE SILVERMAN, WRITER
STEVE D. TAMERIUS, WRITER
BILLY WISSE, WRITER

THE VIEW * ABC
JULIE SIEGEL, WRITER
CHRISTIAN MCKIERNAN, WRITER
ANDREW SMITH, WRITER

WIN BEN STEIN'S MONEY * COM
BOB STONE, WRITER
PHIL ANDRES, WRITER
PATRICIA COTTER, WRITER
GARY STUART KAPLAN, WRITER
GARY LUCY, WRITER
VINCE WALDRON, WRITER
31st ANNUAL DAYTIME EMMY AWARDS

NETWORK TOTALS

SYNDICATED - 53
  CBS - 53
  ABC - 50
  PBS - 35
  NBC - 19
  SHOWTIME - 11
  DISNEY CHANNEL - 9
  CARTOON NETWORK - 4
  NICKELODEON - 5
  FOOD NETWORK - 4
  KIDS WB - 4
  THE TRAVEL CHANNEL - 4
  DISCOVERY CHANNEL - 2
  SOAP NET - 3
  DISCOVERY HEALTH - 3
  MTV - 1
  THE LEARNING CHANNEL - 1
  WB NETWORK - 1
  WOMEN'S ENTERTAINMENT - 2
  AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS - 1
  COMEDY CENTRAL - 1
  DISCOVERY KIDS - 1
  HBO – 1
  NICK JR. – 1
31st ANNUAL DAYTIME EMMY AWARDS

MULTIPLE NOMINATIONS

16
The Young And The Restless

14
All My Children
As the World Turns

12
The Ellen DeGeneres Show
General Hospital
Guiding Light

11
Sesame Street
The View

10
One Life To Live

7
Between the Lions
Passions

6
Live With Regis and Kelly
Martha Stewart Living
The Wayne Brady Show
31st ANNUAL DAYTIME EMMY AWARDS

MULTIPLE NOMINATIONS

5
Bear In The Big Blue House
The Bold And The Beautiful
The Incredible Mrs. Ritchie
The Maldonado Miracle
The Price is Right

4
Great Hotels
Jeopardy!
The Oprah Winfrey Show
Who Wants To Be A Millionaire

3
Blues Clues
Days of Our Lives
Dr. Phil
Duck Dodgers

2
77th Annual Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade
9/11 Memorial From Ground Zero
Arthur
Ask This Old House
Clifford's Puppy Days
Disney's Kim Possible
Essence of Emeril
Hollywood Squares
Jeff Corwin Unleashed
Port Charles
Soap Talk
Static Shock
Suze Orman: The Laws of Money, The Lessons of Life
This Old House
Zoom